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We describe the diffusion controlled combustion of a reacting mixture flowing 
past a two-dimensional array of catalytic wires, as a simple model for the flow 
through catalytic wire-meshes, of interest for small scale combustion devices. 
In order to minimize the reactant leakage when using only a few layers 
of wires, the Peclet number based on the upstream velocity, U, the spacing 
between the wires, I, and the thennal diffusivity of the mixture, DT , must 
be Pe = U I / ~ « 1. Then, the flow field presents two distinct regions: 
a convective-diffusive region upstream of the wires, of scale I/Pe, and a 
reactive-diffusive region near the wires, of thickness of order I. 
Assuming first that the gas phase homogeneous reactions are frozen, 
the analysis provides the dependence of the downstream values of the 
temperature and the reactant mass fractions on the Peclet number, the Lewis 
number of the reactants, the temperature of the wires, and the ratio of the wire 
radius to the wire spacing. The analysis is then generalized to include the effect 
of the homogeneous reactions, showing that the rate of fuel consumption in 
the gas phase grows with the ratio of the adiabatic laminar flame velocity to 
the upstream flow velocity, the product of the Zeldovich number and the Peclet 
number, and the nondimensional temperature of the wires. 
1. Introduction 
The recent interest in the development of small autonomous power sources for 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), portable electronic devices, etc has led to the 
development of so called microtechnology based energy and chemical systems (MECS or 
PowerMEMS), aiming to provide longer power source lifetimes and a reduction in the size, 
weight and cost of the power generating equipment. 
Due to the high energy densities of hydrocarbon fuels, up to 100 times higher than state-
of-the-art lithium-ion batteries, in the last few years there has been a growing interest in 
the development of small scale combustion devices [1-4]. However, it is well known that 
scaled-down versions of conventional combustion engines experience several fundamental 
and technical problems [1,5]. From a fundamental point of view, the shorter residence times 
associated with the small scale of the system together with the longer chemical times induced 
by the temperature drop associated with the higher surface/volume (i.e. heat losses/production) 
ratio lead to low values of the Damkholer number, which may prevent the onset of combustion 
reactions, leading to the generation of unburned fuel and CO emissions. These difficulties, 
together with additional technological problems, have motivated alternative approaches such 
as heat-recirculating burners [6-9] and/or catalytic micro-reactors [2,10-13]. 
Catalytic micro-reactors rely on the use of catalytic materials such as noble metal alloys 
to accelerate the combustion reactions. These can take place at the catalyst surface even when 
the gas phase temperature is too low for the homogeneous reactions to occur. Among the 
advantages of catalytic micro-reactors, we find a simpler combustor design, lower temperatures 
of operation, and a high flux of reactants to the catalyst surface due to the small size of the 
system. As a consequence, catalytic micro-reactors suffer less material constraints and produce 
less toxic product emissions. 
Although the catalytic oxidation of hydrocarbons has been extensively studied for the 
production of chemicals [14-16] as well as for its potential to enhance combustion reactions 
[17] and reduce pollutant emissions [18-21], few studies have been carried out in the field of 
micro-scale power generation. Recent examples are the works of Kyritsis et al [2], presenting 
an efficient meso-scale combustor for liquid hydrocarbons based on electrostatic spraying and 
catalytic combustion, and of Maruta et al [3], who analysed the extinction limits of catalytic 
combustion in micro-channels. 
The aim of this paper is to describe the temperature and concentration fields associated 
with the flow of a reacting mixture past an array of catalytic wires, as a simple model for the 
flow through catalytic wire-meshes, of interest for the development of small scale combustion 
devices. 
The flow past a row or array of circular cylinders at low Reynolds numbers has been 
extensively studied in the literature. Tamada and Fujikawa [22] studied the two-dimensional 
flow past an infinite row of evenly spaced circular cylinders using Oseen's approximation and 
obtained the drag on each cylinder, shown to be larger than the drag corresponding to an isolated 
cylinder due to the interference effects associated with the low Reynolds numbers. This flow 
was also analysed by Miyagi [23] on the basis of the Stokes equations. Hasimoto [24] described 
the Stokes flow past square arrays of cylinders in terms of Fourier series of fundamental periodic 
solutions of the Stokes equations to calculate the drag of a single cylinder in the array. More 
recently, Ayaz and Pedley [25] considered the flow through an infinite array of closely packed 
cylinders, and Wang [26] proposed a semi-analytical model for the description of the Stokes 
slip flow through a grid of evenly spaced circular cylinders, obtaining the pressure drop across 
the grid. 
Regarding the problem of heat transfer, Sangani and Acrivos [27] studied the rate of heat 
transfer from square and hexagonal arrays of uniformly heated cylinders to the surrounding 
moving gas in the limit of small Reynolds and Peclet numbers, while Wang and Sangani [28] 
analysed the limit of small Reynolds but large Peclet numbers considering square and random 
arrays. 
In this paper, we consider the flow of a reacting mixture past an array of parallel round 
catalytic wires of radius a and spacing / between their centrelines lying along the z direction 
in the plane x = 0 (as illustrated in figure 1). Let U be the upstream flow velocity, normal 
Po <f Po. 






Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the two-dimensional flow of a reacting mixture past a linear 
array of catalytic wires, showing the coordinates and the upstream and downstream boundary 
conditions. The basic cell of the flow, repeated infinitely in the transverse direction, is delimited 
by dashed lines. 
to the mesh, of the reacting mixture, and let 7b, po, IFO and io2o be the upstream values of 
the temperature, the density, and the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions, respectively. We shall 
assume that the catalytic reaction is so fast that the surface value of the mass fraction of the 
fuel, considered to be the limiting reactant, is zero. 
We shall begin in section 2 with an analysis of the case in which there are no homogeneous 
reactions in the gas phase. We want to calculate for a given value of the surface temperature 
of the wire, Ts, the downstream values T^, Ypoo and lo2oo of the temperature and the mass 
fractions of the mixture. We also want to calculate qh the heat lost by the wire by heat 
conduction to the gas per unit time and length of the wire, which, under steady and adiabatic 
conditions, must be equal to the heat release, Q, per unit mass of fuel multiplied by the mass 
consumption rate, nt\, of the fuel per unit length of the wire. These values will depend on 
the flow parameters introduced above and, also, on the thermal diffusivity, Dj, the Prandtl 
number, Pr, and the Lewis numbers, Lp and L 0 , of the fuel and oxygen. Throughout the 
analysis, we assume that the heat conductivity of the wire is large enough to ensure that its 
surface temperature, Ts, is uniform. 
If the scale, L, of the grid is large compared with the mesh cell size, /, the flow, as seen with 
the scale of each cell, appears periodic in the y direction with period /. We shall find two main 
parameters in the nondimensional formulation: the nondimensional wire radius, e = a/l < j , 
and the Peclet number, Pe = Ul/Dj, based on the upstream flow velocity, U, normal to the 
mesh and the thermal diffusivity, D?. 
When both e and Pe are of order unity, we may expect the ratio F^ = YFoo/ yFo to be of 
order unity, with a significant fraction of the fuel leaking through the mesh. Accordingly, if 
we want to reduce this leakage, we must either use a mesh with several wire layers or reduce 
the Peclet number of the flow to values small compared with unity. 
After formulating in section 2 the general problem for a mesh with a single or double 
(staggered) layer of wires, we shall show in section 3 how the problem simplifies when Pe <5C 1, 
giving, in particular, closed form analytical expressions in the limiting case when e = a/1 
is also small compared with unity. We shall also discuss the effect of changes in density 
and transport properties with temperature, which in this limiting case can be easily taken into 
account. 
In section 4, we generalize the analysis to include the effect of the homogeneous reactions 
taking place in the gas phase. We start with the formulation of the problem for arbitrary values 
of the wire temperature, assuming that the activation energy is large, and then discuss the 
different combustion regimes that arise in the system. In section 5, we present an analysis of 
the transient effects associated with the time evolution of the wire temperature, and finally, the 
conclusions are presented in section 6. 
2. Catalytic combustion regime 
When describing the flow structure past meshes with mesh size / small compared with the 
characteristic large scale size L of the system, one can use homogenization techniques based 
on the small value of the ratio l/L of the two scales of the system. Thus, for example, the 
local and surface temperatures of the typically metallic wires will be found to vary, in first 
approximation, only at distances of the order of the large scale of the system, which are large 
compared with the scale of the cell. 
Accordingly, when describing the flow in a cell, we can use periodic boundary conditions 
at the cell boundaries. In addition, for simplicity in the presentation, we shall assume that, as is 
the case in many of the applications, there is no tangential flow velocity upstream of the mesh. 
Also, for simplicity in the presentation, we shall for the moment neglect the effect of changes 
in density and transport properties with temperature, although for a small Peclet number they 
can be easily taken into account. 
The Reynolds number Re = Pe/Pr of the flow will also be considered to be of order unity 
or smaller than unity, so that the flow is laminar and steady. The gas phase response is then 
quasi-steady, while unsteady effects are retained only in the description of the transient response 
of the temperature of the wires. The time variations of U and Ts, for example, are considered 
to occur at times large compared with the residence time, a/U, in the cell; the equations will 
be written in nondimensional form, using the scales I and U for the spatial coordinates and 
the velocity components. The pressure differences with respect to the upstream pressure will 
be scaled with poU2. For the temperature, we shall use the variable © = (T — T0)/{Te — T0), 
where Te is the adiabatic flame temperature given by QIFO = Cp(Te — 7b), and for the 
concentrations we shall define Y = 1F/1FO a nd Yo = ib2/ib2o- Then the equations take 
the nondimensional form 
Vv = 0 (2.1) 
Pe(v • Vv + Vp') = Pr Av (2.2) 
P e v V © = A 0 (2.3) 
LpPevVY = AY (2.4) 
L0Pev- VF0 = AF0 (2.5) 
Three nondimensional transport numbers appear above, the Lewis numbers of the fuel 
and oxidizer, Lp = Dj/D? and ¿o = D^/Do, and the Prandtl number, Pr = v/Dj, where v 
is the kinematic viscosity, £>F and DQ are the binary diffusion coefficients of the reactants and 
Dr = k/poCp is the thermal diffusivity of the reacting mixture, defined in terms of the thermal 
conductivity, k, and the specific heat at constant pressure, cp. 
If we use as coordinates x, normal to the mesh, and y, parallel to the mesh—defined in 
figure 2(a) for a single layer mesh, and in figure 2(b) for a mesh with a double staggered 
layer—the boundary conditions take the form 
x -* -oo : v=i e = Y-l = Yo-l=p' = 0 (2.6) 
x ^ + o o : v=i @-®oo = Y-Yoo = Yo-YOcc = p'-p'oo=0 (2.7) 
where the values 0oo, Foo and iooo. and m e pressure drop, — p'^, across the mesh, as well as 
































Figure 2. The computational cell, showing the coordinates and the upstream and downstream 
boundary conditions for (a) linear arrays and (b) double staggered arrays of wires. 
In these equations, v is the velocity vector, with components u and v in the x and v directions, 
respectively, and i denotes the unit vector in the x direction. 
The simplified form of the periodicity conditions at the lateral boundaries of each cell is 
1 du d® dY dY0 
v = ±; dy dy dy dy = 0 (2.8) 
which are applicable only in the case considered here when there is no transverse flow velocity 
upstream of the mesh. 
We shall only write the boundary conditions for the case (a) of a mesh with a single layer 
of wires. The formulation of the boundary conditions for the case (b) of a double staggered 
layer is straightforward; but it should be noted that in the case when both layers of wires have 
the same temperature, as we shall assume here, it involves the additional parameter S = d/l 
based on the streamwise distance, d, between the layers. 
The boundary conditions on the surface of the wires are dependent on the overall 
stoichiometry of the reaction. We shall consider an overall reaction 
F + 5O2 ->• (1 + s) Products + (Q) (2.9) 
in which a mass s of oxygen is consumed and an amount Q of heat is released per unit mass 
of fuel. 
At the wire surface, r = (x2 + y2)1^2 = €, the velocity and the gas phase values of the 
temperature and mass fraction gradients satisfy the conditions 
r = e: 
dY 1 LF 8Y0 0 0 - © s = y = y 0 - y 0 s = o — = — - — -
or <p LQ or 
(2.10) 
where S!FO/ÍO2O = 0 is the upstream value of the equivalence ratio of the mixture. When 
using the condition Y = 0 at r = e, we assume that the catalytic reaction is infinitely fast and 
that the fuel is the limiting reactant. The last relation in (2.10) results from the requirement 
that the rates of oxygen and fuel consumption per unit surface are in the stoichiometric ratio s. 
Coming back to dimensional variables, the time evolution of the wire temperature, Ts, 
must be determined during transients by the equation 
AATra 
,d7; 
át = qe q\ + Qm\ (2.11) 
in terms of the values ps and cs of the wire density and specific heat, the external energy 
addition, qe, per unit length and time (sum of the heat lost by radiation and the heat conducted 
along the wire in the z direction, away from the local interval of unit length), and the value, 
q\ = —2jtak — 
dr 
(2.12) 
of the heat lost from the wire by heat conduction to the gas. The last term in (2.11) represents 
the rate of heat released by the catalytic reaction per unit length of the wire, which is equal to 
the heat, Q, generated by the reaction per unit mass of the reactant multiplied by the mass, m\, 
of the reactant consumed by the catalytic reaction per unit time and length of the wire, with 
DT BY 
mi = 2jzapQYVQ— — L? dr (2.13) 
The definitions (2.12) and (2.13) involve the mean values of the radial derivatives of T and 
Y at the wire surface. When writing equation (2.11), we have considered the temperature to 
be uniform across the wire and a function only of z and i, which is well justified for slender 
metallic rods. When solving the equations for the gas phase, ©s will be considered as known. 
For the steady adiabatic response of the wires, the energy conservation equation 
simplifies to 
3© Qm\ =q\ = -2nak(Te - T0) — dr (2.14) 
y l~YOc 
* oo — , 
<p 
2ne 3 0 
~~ Pe dr 




From the conservation equations (2.3)-(2.5), when integrated over the fluid volume 
between two cross sections upstream and downstream of the mesh, taking into account the 
boundary conditions (2.6)-(2.8) and (2.10) and the definitions, (2.12) and (2.13), of q\ and m\, 
we obtain 
im = PO£//1FO(1 - Yx) = ^ i qi = poUlCpiT^ - T0) (2.15) 
s 
which can be written in the nondimensional form 
1 - Y^ = ' ; " ~ = ^ ^ — = — (2.16) 
©oo = = — — (2.17) 
Pe dr
 r=e 2^10 
where m\o = p0UlYpo is the mass flux of fuel convected by the fresh mixture far upstream of 
the wires. Note that (2.16) and (2.17) are valid under transient nonadiabatic conditions. On the 
other hand, in the steady adiabatic case, when equation (2.14) is also satisfied, we obtain the 
additional relation 
®oo = l - r o o (2.18) 
In summary, in order to calculate the downstream values ©oo, Y^ and Fooo of the 
temperature and concentrations, we must begin by solving equations (2.1) and (2.2) for the 
pressure and velocity field. Then we can solve equations (2.3) and (2.4) to obtain 
the temperature and fuel concentration fields. Unless we want to calculate, for example, the 
surface value, Y0s, of Yo to ensure that it is positive and thus that the fuel is the limiting reactant, 
we do not need to solve equation (2.5) even though, if we use the reasonable assumption Lo = 1, 
we can write 
"(-I) Yo-Yo. = [l- — )(l- YQs) (2.19) 
small compared with unity. In fact, for meshes with wires not widely spaced, when a/l = e 
is not small compared with unity—the case considered in this section—we anticipate that 
\/ra = PeVa + • •, where the suspension points denote terms of higher order in Pe. Then, in 
the mesh region, for x ~ 1, we can expand \[r in powers of Pe as 
fix, y,e,Pe) =PeV(x,y, e) + • • • (3.9) 
where *I* satisfies the equation 
Av¡/=0 (3.10) 
as derived from (3.1) for Pe —> 0, to be solved with the lateral symmetry conditions 
1 3 * 
y = ±-: - = 0 (3.11) 
and the upstream and downstream conditions 
3 * 
x -* - c o : — + 1 = 0 (3.12) 
dx 
a * 
x -* +oo: — = 0 (3.13) dx 
resulting from the matching conditions with (3.8). These conditions are equivalent to 
V = -x + uva at x -» - c o and * = *oo at JT -> +co, with * a(e) and *oo(«0 to be 
found as part of the solution. This is uniquely determined when we impose the additional 
condition at the wire surface: 
r = (x2 + y2)1/2 = e: * = 0 (3.14) 
The solution of this problem, obtained numerically in section 3.3.1 for general values of 
e, yields the downstream value of the temperature, 
Too-To = (Ts - Zb)(l - ft *oo + • • •) (3.15) 
as well as the heat lost from the wire by heat conduction to the gas, 
qx = p0Ulcp(Ts - 7b)(l - f t *«, + •• •) (3.16) 
given by the integral relation (2.15) together with (3.15). Here, the terms of order Pe represent 
the effects of convection, which tends to reduce the heating efficiency of the wire. 
In appendix A we give the asymptotic solution of (3.10)—(3.14) in the case of widely 
spaced wires, e <C 1. This leads to closed form analytical expressions for * a(e) and ^x{€), 
given in equations (A.8) and (A.9), respectively. 
3.2. Effect of changes in density and variable transport properties 
When the Peclet number is small and e = a/l ~ 1, as is assumed here, the temperature 
drop below the wire temperature, Ts — T, in the mesh region is small, of order Pe, when 
measured with the overall temperature difference, Ts — T0. The changes in density and transport 
properties are then confined to the upstream preheated layer, while, in first approximation, the 
inner solution remains unchanged if the gas conductivity and the diffusivities are evaluated at 
the temperature Ts. In the preheated region the energy equation, written here in dimensional 
form, can be integrated once to give 
8T 
pucp(T - rs) - k— = poUcp(T0 - Ts) (3.17) 
ox 
where pu = PQU from continuity considerations, stating that the sum of the convective and 
diffusive enthalpy fluxes across the preheated region is constant. 
Then, in the mesh region, where Ts — T is small compared with Ts — To, the slope of the 
temperature distribution is given, in a first approximation, by 
dx 
A)t/c 
* = o * s k> 
= -Pe = Pe, (3.18) 
where Pes represents the Peclet number based on the heat conductivity evaluated at the wire 
temperature, and the subscript s denotes magnitude evaluated at the temperature Ts. 
According to this, the temperature distribution, i/r, will still be given by (3.9) if we 
replace Pe by the modified Peclet number Pes, while the heat lost from the wires by heat 
conduction to the gas and the downstream value of the temperature will be given, respectively, 
by equations (3.16) and (3.15) when they are written in terms of Pes. 
3.3. The catalytic combustion regime for low Peclet numbers 
From inspection of the problems verified by 0 , Y, Yo and \¡r, the temperature and concentration 
fields can be written as follows, 
0 
— = 1 -ir(x,y,e,Pe) Y = \¡r(x, y, e, LvPe) 
©s ^ ^ (3.19) 
Y0 = 1 - <j> + (px/r(x, y, e, L0Pe) 
in terms of the solution, \jt(x, y, e, Pe), of the heat conduction problem discussed earlier. 
Thus, in a first approximation for small values of Pe, we may write 
— = 1 -Pe^ + ••• Y = LPPeV + ••• 
©s (3-20) 
Y0 = 1 - (j> + <pL0Pe * + • • • 
so that the downstream values of 0 , Y and YQ, which determine the leakage of fuel and oxygen 
through the wires as well as the temperature far downstream of the mesh, are given in terms 
of ^oo by the relations 
| p = l - P e * 0 0 + --- l ^ = LFft *«, + ••• 
*boo = 1 - <P + 4>L0Pe ^ + • • • 
Equations (3.20), together with (2.15)-(2.17), finally provide us with the diffusive fluxes 
of heat and reactants from and to the wires: 
q\ 2ne 3 0 
Qm\D Pe dr 
m\ 2rte 8Y 
m\Q LpPe dr 
- ©oo - ©.(1 -/%*«> + •••) (3-22) 
= l - y 0 0 = l - L F f t *«, + ••• (3.23) 
r—€ 
3.3.1. Numerical solutionfor a single layer of wires. The problem that determines ty(x, y, e), 
given by (3.10) with the boundary conditions (3.11)—(3.14), was solved numerically using a 
finite volume method with a structured, curvilinear, boundary-fitted grid. The profiles of the 
solution along y = 0 and y = ±5 are shown in figure 3 for different values of e, figure 4 
shows the values of ^^ and * a as a function of e, and figures 5(a) and 6(a) show contour 
plots of the solution corresponding to e~l = 3 and 10, respectively. 
As can be seen, in order to keep the overall diffusive fluxes of heat and reactants from 
and to the wires constant, the concentration and temperature gradients at the wire surface 
increase with e"1. According to (3.21), this leads to lower temperatures and higher reactant 
Figure 3. Profiles of * (x , y) along y = 0 (-
of€- ' =l/a. 
-) and y = ±± (- -) for different values 
7 8 9 10 
<~—¥ (2) = -0.444 
» : 
6 7 8 9 10 
= l/a 
Figure 4. Values of (a) *oo and (fc) * a as a function of e ' = //a. The asymptotic predictions 
for small values of t given in equations (A.8) and (A.9) are included for comparison ( ). 
concentrations in the mesh region and downstream of the mesh, as indicated by the large values 
of 1>a and *I>oo shown in figure 4 for large values of e_ 1 . 
Figure 4 also shows that the numerical results are in very good agreement with the 
asymptotic values of *oo and * a given by equations (A.8) and (A.9) for small values of 
e. In particular, the value of tyx given by (A.8) is seen to fit the computed results to within 
l%fore < i . 
3.3.2. Solution for a double staggered layer of wires. In order to analyse the effect of the 
geometrical configuration on the system's performance, we shall begin by considering the 
staggered array obtained by moving one cylinder out of each two a distance d downstream 
from the original grid mid-plane x — 0. Since the number of wires of the mesh is maintained 
constant, the overall wire surface area will be constant as well, and the variations of the 
downstream values of the temperature and reactants mass fractions will be due exclusively to 
geometric effects. 
In general, the temperature of the wires of the second row could be different from that of 
the wires of the first row, but they should be equal in steady adiabatic conditions. Thus, in 
(a) ' = 3 8 = 0 >P =0.0005 q' = 2 - q n = l 
- i -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
x/1 
' = 3 5=1 «P =0.0023 qI = 2 - q I I = 1.83 (d ) e"' = 3 8=1.5 ^ = 0.0023 q' = 2 - q n = 1 . 8 9 
1 
Figure 5. Contour plots of «I» obtained numerically for e~' = l/a = 3 and different values of 
S = d/l. The contour lines correspond to increments A * = 0.25 (0.025) between thick (thin) 
lines from the í» = 0 value at the wire surface. The corresponding values of ^t» are included in 
the figures. Dashed lines show the apparent position, x = *„ , of the iso-contour * = 0 as seen 
from x —* —oo. 
what follows, when describing the heat transfer problem, we shall restrict our attention to the 
case where the temperatures of both rows of wires are identical. 
Figures 5 and 6 show contour plots of the solutions corresponding to e~' = l/a = 3 
and 10 for different values of the staggering distance. As can be seen, for the relatively thick 
wires of figure 5, the array behaves essentially as an impermeable wall. In this case, the small 
amount of fuel that leaks through the wires increases with the staggering distance due to the 
reduction of the obstruction imposed by the wires to the flow as the distance between the wires 
increases. Note that the obstruction is complete for e - 1 = l/a ^ 2 and S — (4e2 — 1)1/2, 
when ^oo should be strictly zero. However, our model could be expected to fail when the 
nondimensional distance between the cylinders becomes of order Pe/Pr = Ul/v <JC 1 since 
the local Reynolds number in the narrow gaps between the cylinders is then of order unity. 
The obstruction imposed by the wires to the flow is less important for the relatively thin 
wires shown in figure 6. In this case the fuel leakage is seen to decrease monotonically with 
<5, reaching its maximum value in the linear configuration, i.e. for S = 0. 
Figure 7 summarizes the results obtained for staggered arrays in terms of ^ ^ (e, S) as well 
as the nondimensional mass of reactant consumed at the wires of the first and second rows per 
unit time and unit length of wire, given, respectively, by 
<l = 1i and 1 2-ql q{ (3.24) Qmm Qmm 
In what follows, the superscripts I and II denote quantities corresponding to the first and second 
rows of wires. Due to the asymmetry of the flow, the mass of reactant consumed at the wires 
of the first (second) row is larger (smaller) than that consumed by the wires of the linear array. 
( a ) E-1 = 10 8 = 0 4'_ = 0.0891 qI = 2 - q I I = l 
lir 
$. Of 
( b ) E"' = 1 0 8 = 0.5 ¥ =0.0854 q' = 2 - q n = 1 . 3 5 
-0.5 
( c ) £~' = 10 8 = 1 ^ = 0.0742 qI = 2 -q D =1 .55 ( d ) E" ! = 10 8=1.5 4 ^ = 0.0613 q' = 2 - q n = 1.65 
-0.5 -0.5 
Figure 6. Contour plots of * obtained numerically corresponding to double staggered arrays with 
e _ 1 = l/a = 10 and different values of S = d/l. The contour lines correspond to increments 
A * = 0.25 (0.025) between thick (thin) lines from the * = 0 value at the wire surface. The 
corresponding values of *« , are included in the figures. Dashed lines show the apparent position, 
x = * a , of the iso-contour * = 0 as seen from x -* —oo. 
Also shown in figure 7 are the asymptotic predictions of the model of appendix A.2 for 
large values of e~l = l/a. Due to the good agreement with the numerical results observed for 
staggered arrays, we also present the asymptotic results for the case of in-line arrays sketched 
in figure Al(c), which are limited to large values of both e_ 1 = l/a and e_ I5 = d/a. 
Figure 7(a) shows that in-line arrays are less efficient than staggered arrays in terms of 
minimizing the fuel leakage. However, the differences between the two configurations are 
seen to vanish for sufficiently large values of 5. This is due to the transverse uniformization 
of the flow that occurs at distances of order / downstream of the first row. Once the flow is 
one-dimensional, the lateral translation of the second row is irrelevant. 
3.3.3. Effect of the addition of a second row of wires. From an engineering point of view, 
it is also interesting to analyse the performance of the system after the addition of a second 
row of wires, i.e. after doubling the number of wires. In particular, we shall consider the 
staggered configuration shown schematically in figure 8(a), which minimizes the fuel leakage 
as discussed earlier. 
After the addition of the second row, the geometrical configuration is defined by the 
nondimensional parameters e' = 2a/1 — 2e, 8' = 2d/I and Pe' = Ul/2Dj = Pe/2. Thus, 
from (3.21), the fuel leakage through the staggered array can be written as 
y £ n = LFPe'*(e', &') = LF — *(2e, 5') = yi,*(2e,a') 
2 2 *(€,0) 
in terms of the fuel leakage F¿, = L?Pe *(€, 0) through the original linear array. 
(3.25) 
Figure 7. Numerically obtained values of (a) «I^ x, and <Jt>) rate of fuel consumption per unit length 
at the second row of wires as a function of S for different values of e _ 1 (0). The asymptotic 
predictions given by the model of appendix A.2 for staggered arrays ( ) and in-line arrays 
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Figure 8. Effect of the addition of a second row of wires on the fuel leakage as a function of 
e _ 1 = I ¡a for various staggering distances: (a) relative reduction of the fuel leakage with respect 
to its original value; (b) absolute value of the fuel leakage for the single layer (I) and the double 
staggered layer (I + II). Note that the case d/l = 0 corresponds to a linear array with double the 
number of wires. 
Figure 8 shows the downstream value of the reactant mass fraction before and after the 
addition of the second row of wires for various staggering distances as well as the ratio Y^11/ Y^ 
given by (3.25). As can be seen, the addition of the second row of wires substantially reduces 
the fuel leakage, which is cut down to less than 10% for values ofe~l = l/a< 10. However, 
note that the fuel leakage is a nonmonotonic function of the staggering distance when, for 
, - i 1, the obstruction effect becomes important. 
4. Effect of the homogeneous reactions 
In this section, we shall generalize the analysis to include the effect of the homogeneous 
reactions. For definiteness, we shall consider the case of lean mixtures, encountered more 
frequently in applications [2]. In the analysis, we model the reaction by a one-step irreversible 
reaction of the type (2.9), with an overall Arrhenius reaction rate 
H!22.
 = Wp = pBYo1YFexp(-^\ (4.1) 
with unit reaction orders for both fuel and oxidizer, where for simplicity of presentation we 
shall ignore the effect of oxygen consumption. However, the analysis will be generalized later 
to account for this effect for mixtures close to stoichiometric. 
4.1. Formulation of the problem 
When the mixture is lean and such that 0 < 1 — 0 ~ 1, the effect of the variation of oxygen 
concentration in the reaction zone, which is of order J3'1, can be neglected compared with 
its final value, looo = 1 — 0 ~ 1. Here, y3e = E(Te — T0)/RT2 is the Zeldovich number— 
or nondimensional activation energy—evaluated at the adiabatic flame temperature, which is 
typically a large number in combustion reactions. 
As previously discussed, the distributions of temperature and concentration are no longer 
one-dimensional for values of x of order I. In this region, for Pe <JC 1, they satisfy in first 
approximation a reactive-diffusive balance without convection effects. We shall write this 
balance in nondimensional form by using the scale / for the spatial coordinates and introducing 
the nondimensional variables 0 = ( 0 — @S)/Pe and Y = Y/(LFPe) for the first order 
perturbations, from the first order values 0 = 0S and Y = 0 of the temperature and reactant 
mass fraction in the mesh region. Thus, we have 
y + 0 , 0 = (1 - e s ) * (4.2) 
U.2 
Ay = t/¿exp -ffcd - 0S) I - Y exp \^b®s&\ (4.3) 
in the gas domain r > e, — | < y < ¿, to be solved with the upstream condition Y = Ya — x 
at x -> — co, of matching with the upstream solution, the downstream condition Y = Y^ at 
x ->• +co, and the lateral symmetry condition dY/dy = 0 at y = ±\. Note that in the reacting 
case, when ¿7L i1 0, the downstream value of the fuel mass fraction, y^, must be identically 
zero, so that using (4.2) gives the downstream temperature as G^ = *ooO — ©s)/©s- Finally, 
for strongly catalytic wires, we impose the condition that Y = 0 at the wire surface, r = e. 
Here, the function *I>, which relates 0 and Y through equation (4.2), is the solution of the 
problem given by equation (3.10) with the boundary conditions (3.11)—(3.14) discussed in 
section 3.1. 
The exponential temperature dependence of the reaction rate on the right-hand side of 
equation (4.3) results from the linearization of the Arrhenius exponent about the temperature 
of the wires. In addition, we have written the pre-exponential frequency factor, B, of the 
Arrhenius term in terms of the adiabatic laminar flame velocity, Í/L, of the fresh mixture, given 
in a first approximation for large values of f3e by 
Ul = 2LF£>T/6-2(l - <(> + 24>L^;l)Yo20B exp ( ~ ^ r ) (4-4) 
where in the case of lean mixtures far from stoichiometry, 0 < 1 — (/>~l,we may neglect the 
term 2</>Lo#r' in the bracketed expression. Finally, the ratio of the adiabatic flame temperature 
to the temperature of the wires appearing in (4.3) can be written in terms of the nondimensional 
parameters 0S and (Te — T0)/T0 = QYf0/cpTo using the relation 
J = ©, + (1 - ©s) (^\ (4.5) 
Two new parameters appear above in addition to ©s = (Ts — To)/(Te — T0), e = a/1 
and (re — TQ)/To, namely the ratio Ü^ = U^/U of the adiabatic laminar flame velocity to 
the upstream flow velocity and the product b — fiePe of the Zeldovich number and the Peclet 
number. Then, ¿7L represents the ratio of the thickness of the convective-diffusive region 
upstream of the wires, Dj/U, to the adiabatic laminar flame thickness, Dj/Uh, while the 
ratio of the wire spacing, /, to the characteristic gas phase reaction zone thickness, fi~lDi/ Í/L, 
is equal to bÜ^. In our analysis, we shall consider the distinguished regime b ~ 1, in which 
the homogeneous reactions occur in a region with characteristic thickness of the order of the 
wire spacing. 
Equation (4.3) shows different combustion regimes, depending on the wire temperature. 
For (1 — 0S) ~ 1, the Arrhenius term is exponentially small and the homogeneous reactions 
will only be important downstream of the mesh, while in the mesh region only the catalytic 
reactions will be important. Then, the analysis given before for this region applies, and we may 
write — © = Y = ty, which, in particular, yields a nonzero value for Y^. On the other hand, 
for values of p\ (1 — 0S) ~ 1, the effect of the homogeneous reactions cannot be neglected, so 
that in this case Y = Y^ — 0 far downstream of the mesh. 
As previously discussed, when the Peclet number is small, the effect of changes in density 
and transport properties with temperature can be easily taken into account in the upstream 
preheated region, while the inner solution remains unchanged if the gas conductivity and the 
diffusivities are evaluated at the temperature Ts. Then, to include the effect of changes in density 
and transport properties in our formulation, the parameter b has to be substituted by its effective 
value bs = /3ePes, defined in terms of the modified Peclet number, Pes = poUl/(ks/cp), and 
the expression U2 = (ps/p0)22LFDTs^~2(l — (¡>)Yo2oB exp (—E/RTe) should be used instead 
of (4.4) in the definition of t/L = UL/U. 
4.2. Solution for ©s = 1 
We shall begin with an analysis of the steady adiabatic case. As we shall see in section 5, using 
equation (5.6), under steady and adiabatic conditions the temperature of the wires is equal to 
the adiabatic flame temperature, so that 0S = 1. In this case, equation (4.2) yields the relation 
©oo = 1 — Yoo, so that when the homogeneous reaction has gone to completion, Y^ = 0, we 
obtain Too = Te = T0+ QYF0/cp. 
In this regime, the problem for —© = Y becomes 
. -2b2~ AY = Ul — Yexp (-bY) (4.6) 
with the boundary conditions Y = Ya — x at x -*• —oo, Y = 0 at x ->• +oo, Y = 0 at r — e, 
and the lateral symmetry condition dY/dy — 0 at y = ± \ . 
Far upstream and downstream of the mesh, the solution becomes one-dimensional, and 
equation (4.6) can be integrated once to give 
[1 - Ül(l + bY) exp (-bY)]1/2 at - x » 1 (4.7) 
ÜL[l - (1 + bY) exp {-bY)]112 at x » 1 (4.8) 
which allow us to evaluate the diffusive fluxes at the upstream and downstream boundaries of 
the computational domain, respectively. 
The solution to this problem provides the mass of reactant consumed at the wire surface 
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Figure 9. Ratio m¡ /m\o as a function of t/¿ for different values of b corresponding to (a) € ' = 2.5, 
(b) e"1 = 5, (c) e~l = 10 and (d) e _ 1 = 20, along with the prediction mi/mm = (1 - £/¿) l /2 of 
the asymptotic analysis for b — 0 ( ). The insets show sketches of the different geometrical 
configurations. 
gas, q\, per unit time and unit length of the wire, defined in (2.12) and (2.13), which are given 
in nondimensional form by 
m\ 
mio Qmm dr 
(4.9) 
Equation (4.6) was solved numerically employing a numerical procedure similar to that 
used for the integration of (3.10). The values of the ratio m\/m\o thus obtained are represented 
in figure 9. The results show that the homogeneous reactions become more and more important 
as the ratio Í/L = U^/ U increases, thus reducing the mass of reactant consumed by the catalytic 
reactions at the wire surface. 
In particular, the homogeneous reactions become the only mode of combustion for £/L ^ 1, 
and when the upstream flow velocity is smaller than the adiabatic laminar flame speed, the 
nature of the solution changes. Then, we anticipate the existence of a freely propagating 
premixed flame, detached from the mesh region, travelling towards x ->• — oo with velocity 
UL — U = (Í/L — l)U relative to the wires. The flame consumes all the fuel, leaving behind 
hot products at the adiabatic flame temperature, so that clearly m\ — q\ — 0. 
4.2.1. Asymptotic solution for 0 < 1 — í/¿ <K 1. ForO < 1 — í/¿ <3C 1, the majority of the fuel 
is consumed in a gaseous reactive-diffusive region located at distances of order / upstream of the 
mesh. Therefore, the resulting values of the fuel mass fraction in the mesh region are found to be 
small, of order (1 - ¿/¿)1/2. Then, the problem for the rescaled variable Y = (1 - ¿/¿)~1/2>>, 
of order unity, reduces to integration of AY = (b2/2)Y with the boundary conditions Y = 0 at 
r = e,dY/dx = - ( l+ fc 2 K 2 / 2 ) 1 / 2 a t -x » i, df/dx = -bY/21^2 at x » 1, and the lateral 
symmetry condition dY/dy = 0 at y = ±\. Note that in spite of the small values of the fuel 
mass fraction, which allowed us to linearize the Arrhenius term, the problem remains nonlinear 
due to the matching condition with the upstream reactive-diffusive region at — x ^> 1. 
The mass of reactant consumed by the catalytic reactions at the wire surface is then given 
in a first approximation by 
ni\ 
mio 
= 2ne • 
dY 
~dr 
(1 - Ul)l,22ne dY 
~dr 
(4.10) 
in terms of the average value of the radial derivative of Y at the wire surface, to be obtained 
numerically. However, for small values of b the numerical results are seen to be in good 
agreement with the asymptotic expression 2nedY¡dr\r=e ~ 1 — b^^jl112. 
4.2.2. Staggering effects. The effect of the wire staggering is illustrated in figure 10. As can 
be seen, the mass of reactant consumed at the surface of the wires of the first row increases, 
while that consumed at the wires of the second row decreases, with the staggering distance. 
On average, however, the amount of reactant consumed by the catalytic reactions remains 
approximately constant. 
4.3. Solution for /¡e(©s — 1) = Xs ~ 1 
For values of fie (®s— 1) = Xs ~ 1 the effect of the homogeneous reactions cannot be ignored, 
and in a first approximation, equations (4.2) and (4.3) reduce to — 0 = Y and 
„ _, b2 . 
Ay = t / 2 exp( X s ) -Fexp( - foy) (4.11) 
(uT/ur 
Figure 10. Ratio m\/m\o as a function of £/¿ for the wires of the first row (- -) and second row 
( ) corresponding to e = 10, b = 1 and various staggering distances S, along with the 
prediction m\/m\o = (1 - 0¿)[/2 of the asymptotic analysis for b = 0 ( ). Although the 
average value of m¡/m\o for the first and second rows is also plotted ( ), the curves are almost 
indistinguishable from the curve corresponding to 8 = 0. 
Subcritic 
* U < U , 
Figure 11. Diagram of combustion regimes. Regime I, reaction zone attached to the wires; 
regime II, detached premixed flame propagating upstream of the wires towards x -> —oo with 
speed UL — V = U(U]_ — 1) relative to the wires. 
This equation can be written in the form (4.6) if we substitute the parameter ÜL by its effective 
value, {7Lef = Ühexp(xs/2). Since the boundary conditions for Y remain the same, it is 
clear that the solutions corresponding to 0S = 1 + fi~lXs ¥" 1 c a n ° e obtained from that 
corresponding to ©s = 1 just by rescaling the parameter £/L appropriately. 
According to this, the values of my/m\o corresponding to Xs ¥" 0 c a n be obtained, in a 
first approximation, from those corresponding to / s = 0 just by rescaling appropriately the 
horizontal axis of figure 9, leading to the type of results shown in figure 11. 
For Xs > 0, i.e. when 0S > 1 (hot wires), the heterogeneous reactions are enhanced by the 
high temperature of the wires, reducing the amount of fuel burned by the catalytic reactions 
at the wire surface, while the opposite is true for Xs < 0, i.e. when ©s < 1 (cold wires). 
Consequently, for ©s < 1 and 1 < UL < exp (—Xs/2), two possible solutions may exist. The 
upper solution (e.g. C4) corresponds to a reaction zone attached to the wires and the lower 
solution (e.g. PF4) to a detached premixed flame propagating upstream of the wires towards 
x ->• —oo with speed t/L — U = U(UL — 1) relative to the wires. The detached premixed 
flame solution is no longer stable for UL < 1 (e.g. PF1) when it is convected downstream by 
the flow until, eventually, it comes to the mesh region where the reaction zone is stabilized by 
the additional heat released by the catalytic reactions. 
It is interesting to note that, when ©s > 1 and exp(—Xs/2) < ÜL < 1, there exists 
a third regime characterized by the existence of a premixed flame stabilized at distances of 
order l/Pe upstream of the mesh by the heat conducted upstream from the wires (e.g. H2). 
The heat lost by the wires induces a temperature rise of order p'1 above the adiabatic flame 
temperature in the reaction zone, which in turn increases the flame propagation velocity by a 
factor Í / / Í / L = 1/Í/L ~ 1> thus allowing the existence of a premixed flame front propagating 
with velocity U > UL with respect to the incoming gases. 
The amount of heat lost from the wires by heat conduction to the gas, another important 
result of the analysis, can be obtained from equation (5.4) of section 5. 
Figure 12. Ratio mi/mío as a function of ¡7¿ for e _ 1 = 10 and two different values of ficPe 
corresponding to stoichiometric mixtures ( ) and lean mixtures ( ), along with the 
asymptotic prediction mi/mio = (1 — Ü¿)[^2 for b = 0 ( ). 
4.4. Analysis for near stoichiometric mixtures 
The formulation given earlier can be easily generalized to include the effect of oxygen con-
sumption when the mixture is close to stoichiometric. For definiteness, we shall consider the 
case of lean mixtures, 0 < 1 — 0 <SC 1. In this case, using (4.4) to write the pre-exponential 
frequency factor in terms of the laminar flame speed retaining the term 2<pLo/3~l, which is 
now of the same order as 1 — <p, the leading order problem for Y when @s = 1 takes the form 
AY = Ut 
<p + bYLQ\ b2 
cp + 2LQ / 2 
Y exp (-bY) (4.12) 
where/3e( 1—0) = <p > 0 is the normalized difference of the equivalence ratio from unity. This 
equation is to be integrated with the boundary conditions Y = Ya — x at x -> — oo, Y = Y^, at 
x -*• +oo and Y = Oatr = e and the lateral symmetry conditions 3 Y/dy = Oat y = ± ¿ . In the 
two-reactant model, the appropriate nondimensional form of the oxidizer mass fraction in the 
mesh region is Y0 = (Yo2/Y0lo — 1 +<¡>)/(<j>L0Pe), which in the case 0 S = 1 verifies Yo = Y. 
The values of m\/nt\Q obtained numerically for stoichiometric mixtures, i.e. (p = 0, are 
presented in figure 12 as a function of ÜI fore - 1 = 10 and two different values of b. Theresults 
of the one-reactant model are also shown for comparison. Clearly, the amount of fuel burned 
by the catalytic reactions at the wire surface is more important for stoichiometric mixtures than 
for lean mixtures, although the qualitative nature of the solution remains unchanged. 
Note that far from stoichiometry, i.e. for 0 < 1 — (p ~ 1, the factor between brackets in 
(4.12) is, in a first approximation, equal to one, and therefore the two-reactant model reduces 
to the one-reactant model discussed in the previous sections. 
5. Transient effects 
Measuring the different terms in (2.11) with the scale Qmi0 — Qp0UlYF0, we obtain the 
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which governs the time evolution of the nondimensional wire temperature, ©s. 
(5.1) 
In the above equation, time has been nondimensionalized with the characteristic heat-up 
time of the wire, iw = (ne2/Pe)(pscs/p0cp)ts, defined in terms of the characteristic 
diffusion time of the gas phase, tg = l2/Dj. In what follows, we shall assume that 
?w/ig = (xe2/Pe)(PsCs/pocp) ^> 1, so that the unsteady effects associated with the time 
evolution of the wire temperature can be ignored in the dynamics of the gas phase. In this case, 
the temperature and concentration fields are given in a first approximation by the quasi-steady 
problem (4.3), with the parameter 0S slowly varying with time according to (5.1). 
In the absence of homogeneous reactions, the right-hand side of (5.1) can be easily 
evaluated from equations (3.22) and (3.23) to give 
— - ~ - = 1 - (Foo + ©oo) = (1 - ©s) - Pe *OC(£F - © . ) + ••• (5.2) 
mio gmio 
an expression that relates the heat lost from the wire by heat conduction to the gas, qh with the 
mass of reactant consumed by the catalytic reactions, m\. 
Using (5.2) in (5.1), we obtain the following equation for the nondimensional wire 
temperature, 
^ = qe + (1 - 0S) - Pe*oo(¿F - © , ) + ••• (5.3) 
where qe = qe/Qm\o is the nondimensional external energy addition. Then, by equating the 
right-hand side of this equation to zero, we obtain the asymptotic temperature reached by the 
wires for large times, &f = 1 + qe + Pe ^ ( l + qe — ¿ F ) + • • • • 
When there are homogeneous reactions, equation (5.2) can be written as 
= 1 - ©oo = (1 - ©») » + • • • (5.4) 
«io Qmio ©s 
where we have taken into account the fact that in this case Y^ = 0, and we have written 
©oo = ©s + Pe *oo(l — ©s)/©s + • • • by particularizing (4.2) at x -> +00. Note that when 
the homogeneous reactions are important, equations (2.16) and (2.17) are no longer valid 
individually, and the first equality in (5.4) emerges from an integral analysis of the equation 
free from chemistry terms, 
(••£) Pev-V(@ + Y) = A 0+ — (5.5) 
over the fluid volume between two cross sections upstream and downstream of the mesh, taking 
into account the boundary conditions (2.6)-(2.8) and (2.10), where now Yx = 0, and with the 
definitions (2.12) and (2.13) of q\ and m\. 
Thus, when there are homogeneous reactions, the equation for the nondimensional wire 
temperature reads 
— - = qe + (1 - ©,) + • • • (5.6) 
3T 0 S 
which under steady conditions yields 
l+q, 0 f = l + qe + — r
2
- + • • • (5.7) 
so that &f = l in the adiabatic case, when there is no external energy addition. 
On the other hand, the nondimensional wire temperature may differ from its adiabatic 
unitary value by an amount of order Pe ~ fi~x as soon as the external energy addition, qe, 
becomes of order Pe. This is enough to modify the strength of the homogeneous reactions by 
a factor of order unity. In this case, we recover the regimes of cold and hot wires of figure 11 
corresponding, respectively, to positive (energy losses) and negative (energy addition) values 
ofx. = A ( 0 , - l ) = / J e ? e ~ l . 
6. Conclusions 
We have analysed the flow of a reacting mixture past an array of catalytic wires in the limit of 
small Peclet numbers and large activation energies. We assumed that the catalytic reactions at 
the wire surface are infinitely fast, so that diffusion is the dominant mechanism in determining 
the overall rate of the heterogeneous reactions, while we used a one-step overall reaction with 
Arrhenius kinetics for the gas phase homogeneous reactions. 
Three main parameters were found to determine the combustion regime: the ratio, 
{7L = ULI U, of the adiabatic laminar flame velocity to the upstream flow velocity, the product, 
b = /3ePe, of the Zeldovich number and the Peclet number, and the nondimensional wire 
temperature, 0S = (Ts - T0)/(Te - TQ). 
FOTUL <ÍC l .or l — ©s ~ 1, the characteristic chemical time of the homogeneous reactions 
is large compared with the characteristic diffusion time in the mesh region. In this case, the 
homogeneous reactions are only important downstream of the mesh, while in the mesh region 
only the catalytic reactions play a role. 
The analysis of the catalytic combustion regime provided the values of the temperature 
and reactant concentrations downstream of the mesh as a function of the Peclet number, the 
Lewis number of the reactants, the temperature of the wires, and the ratio of the wire radius 
to the wire spacing, showing that the amount of fuel that leaks through the mesh, as well as 
the temperature drop from the wire temperature far downstream of the mesh, increases as the 
radius of the wires decreases and decreases with the staggering distance in the case of a double 
staggered array. 
On the other hand, for U^ ~ 1 and /Se(©s — 1) = Xs ~ 1. the characteristic chemical time 
of the homogeneous reactions, Dj/f5eU^, is of the order of the characteristic diffusion time 
in the mesh region, l2/Dj, and the homogeneous reactions cannot be ignored. In this case, 
the amount of fuel burned in the gas phase by the homogeneous reactions is seen to grow for 
increasing values ofÜ^,b and 0S , with the homogeneous reactions becoming the only mode 
of combustion for t/L exp (Xs/2) ^ 1. 
The various combustion regimes emerging from the previous analysis for different values 
of the relevant parameters were identified and explained using figure 11. 
Several related problems of practical importance remain a topic of further research. The 
influence of finite rate effects in the catalytic reactions, characterized by the competition 
between absorption and desorption reactions [12], may come into play for sufficiently low 
values of the wire temperature, leading to the extinction of the catalytic reactions, thus 
determining the limits of operation of the system. Finally, for Peclet numbers of order 
one, complex interactions between the reactive flow and the heterogeneous reactions on the 
catalytic surface should be expected, including ignition and extinction phenomena of both the 
homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions [3]. 
It is worth noting that preliminary results obtained by the integration of the whole set of 
equations (2.1 )-(2.5) for values of the Peclet number of order unity are in very good agreement 
with the results presented in this paper. The analysis of the flow of a reacting mixture past an 
array of catalytic wires for Peclet numbers of order unity will be presented in a sequel paper. 
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Appendix A. Low Peclet numbers flow past widely spaced wires 
Appendix A. 1. Single layer of wires 
In the limit of widely spaced wires, e <iC 1, the solution of (3.10)—(3.14) is given, in a first 
approximation, by 
* A- - + Vs(x, y)+mVD(x,y) (A.l) 
where 
Vs(x,y) = 
* D ( * , y) = 
In (cosh 2nx — cos 27ry) 
3 * s _ 1 sinhljix 
dx 2cosh27rx — cos27ry 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
are, respectively, the solutions corresponding to a linear array of point sources and a linear 
array of point-source dipoles of unit strength located at (x, y) = (0, n), with n = 0, ± 1 , . . . 
([29], p 358). See figure Al(a) for a schematic representation of the geometrical configuration. 
In order to guarantee that 4' = 0 a t r = e <SC 1, we had to add a constant A to the solution in 
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Figure Al. Geometrical configurations considered in the approximate description of the solution 
of (3.10)-(3.14) in the limit e = a/l < 1. (a) linear array; (b) double staggered array; (c) double 
aligned array. 
The limiting behaviour of the solution (A. 1) far upstream and downstream of the wires is 
given by 
1 m \I/ = \I/0o = A In 2 + — 00
 An 2 
\J/ + x — *fl 
1 m 
A-— l n 2 - -
4TT 2 
for x » 1 
for - x » 1 
On the other hand, close to the wire surface, for r/e = r ~ 1, we have 
* = A + — In 
4TT 
(2;ref) ^ 2 
\2ne 
nre\ re 
m l + 
2ne? 6 / 2 




where we have written x — er cos 6 and y = er sin 6. Imposing the condition that ^ = 0 at 
r = 1 up to order e, we obtain 
A = — I n 
2TT V27re/ 4TT 
3^-€2 
3 + (TT<02 
which upon substitution in (A.4)-(A.5) yields 
1 / 1 \ 1 
*oo = — In ( + -
2n \27t€j 2 
1 / 1 \ 1 
* a = — In ) - -
2TT \2ne) 2 
37te 2 n 





.3 + (7re)2. 
Finally, from (A.6) and (A.7), we obtain the radial derivative of * at the wire surface 







cos6> + 0(e) (A. 10) 
Appendix A.2. Double layer of wires 
In this section, we shall briefly generalize the previous analysis to the case of double layers 
of wires. In the limit of widely spaced wires, e <íí 1, the solution can be written in a first 
approximation as 
* = A + ^ - ^ + (2 - « ) * £ ( * , y)+aV$(x, y)+mlV1D(x, y) +mllV*(x, y) (A. 11) Alt L 
where the fundamental solutions correspond now to arrays of sources and doublets located at 
the positions of the wires of the first (I) and second (II) rows of wires: 









An u J dx 
Now we have to determine the strengths of the sources and doublets, given by the constant a, 
m
1
 and m11, as functions of e, 8 and h. Note that the constant added to the solution in (A. 11) 
has been written so that A reduces to (A.7) for h = 1 and 5 = 0, when the double staggered 
array reduces to the linear array. 
Two different wire-mesh configurations will be considered here, the double staggered 
array, corresponding to h — 1, and the double aligned array, corresponding to h = 0, shown 
in figures A 1(b) and (c), respectively. In both cases, the number of wires per unit length in the 
direction transverse to the flow is equal to that of the linear array. 
The limiting behaviour of the solution (A.l 1) far upstream and downstream of the wires 
is now given by 
1 m aS 
^x= lim V(x,y) = A-—]n2+--— (A. 14) 
x^+oc 4jt 2 4 
1 m aS 
* a = hm V(x,y)+x = A In 2 - — + — (A.15) 
*->-oo 4n 2 4 
As discussed before, by imposing the condition that * = 0 up to order e at the surface 
of the wires of the first and second rows, we would obtain a system of four linear relations 
for the four unknowns A, a, ml and m11, which would play here the role of equations (A.7) 
in appendix A.l. Solving this system of equations (whose coefficients could be obtained as 
explicit functions of e, <5 and h using symbolic algebra) finally leads to the desired values of 
^oo and Va by means of equations (A. 14) and (A.15). 
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